REPORT OF THE EVENT: EBSB: GDC ZAHEERABAD

EVENT NAME: EK BHARAT SHRESHT BHARAT

VENUE: ZOOM APP

DATE: 24.05.2020

TIME: 12 PM ONWARDS

STATE PAIR: HARYANA

BRIEF ABOUT EVENT:

EBSB, EK BHARAT SHRESTH BHARAT IS A PROGRAMME UNDER CENTRAL GOVT. MHRD, NEW DELHI. GOVT. IN COVID-19 PANDEMIC, DEGREE COLLEGE ZAHEERABAD IS PAIRED WITH D.A.V. COLLEGE AMBALA CITY, HARYANA UNDER EBSB PROGRAMME, UNDER THIS WEBINAR THE STUDENTS OF BOTH COLLEGES INTERACTED AND PRESENTED THEIR ACTIVITIES LIKE SONGS AND DISH PREPERATIONS THROUGH WEBINAR WHICH REFLECTS THE CULTURE OF THE RESPECTIVE STATES.

REPORT OF THE EVENT:

CHAIR PERSONS OF THE WEBINAR:

SMT.DR.CHANDRA MUKHARJI, PRINCIPAL, GDC ZAHEERABAD. DIST SANGAREDDY T.S.

SRI. PROF. RAJESH SHARMA, PRINCIPAL, D.A.V. COLLEGE, AMBALA, HARYANA

SRI.PROF. RAJIV MAHAJAN, NODAL OFFICER, RUSA, D.A.V.COLLEGE, AMBALA, HARYANA

DR.AYESHA BEGUM, EBSB COORDINATOR, GDC ZAHEERABAD

DR.GARIMA SUMRAN, EBSB COORDINATOR, D.A.V.COLLEGE, AMBALA, HARYANA

SMT.SD.BHAVANI, IQAC, COORDINATOR, GDC ZAHEERABAD

SRI.M.ASHOK, VICE PRINCIPAL, GDC ZAHEERABAD

TOTAL PARTICIPANTS: 65 INCLUDING ALL STUDENTS OF BOTH COLLEGE THROUGH ZOOM APP WEBINAR.
**ACTIVITIES OF THE PROGRAMME:**

1. INTRODUCTION BY BOTH THE COLLEGE EBSB COORDINATORS
   
   DR. AYESHA BEGUM, GDC ZAHEERABAD
   
   DR. GARIMA SUMRAN, D.A.V. COLLEGE, AMBALA, HARYANA

2. INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS BY BOTH THE COLLEGE PRINCIPALS
   
   SMT. DR. CHANDRA MUKHARJI, PRINCIPAL GDC ZAHEERABAD, T.S.
   
   SRI. PROF. RAJESH SHARMA, PRINCIPAL D.A.V. COLLEGE, AMBALA, HARYANA.

3. BRIEF ADDRESSES BY SRI. PROF. RAJIV MAHAJAN D.A.V. COLLEGE RUSA NODAL OFFICER, AND SMT. S.D. BHAVANI, IQAC INCHARGE OF GDC ZAHEERABAD

4. CULTURAL SONGS BY D.A.V. COLLEGE STUDENT AKANKSHA - SUNG A TELUGU SONG. CHINNI CHINNI ASHA FROM ROJA MOVIE

5. GDC ZAHEERABAD STUDENT FATIMA BEGUM SUNG A HARYANVI SONG - MERE YAAR SUDAMARE..

6. DISH PREPERATION BY D.A.V.COLLEGE STUDENT PRESENTED KHEER ’

7. GDC ZAHEERABAD STUDENT PREPARED DAHI VADA DISH

8. FEEDBACK FROM AND QUESTION AND ANSWERS

9. CONCLUSION AND VOTE OF THANKS BY SRI. M. ASHOK VICE PRINCIPAL GDC ZAHEERABAD